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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION[

,

WASHINGTON, D. C. 205555
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OMAHA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT

DOCKET NO. 50-285:

FORT CALHOUN STATION, UNIT NO. 1

|

AMEN 0!4ENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment fio. 68
License No. OPR-40

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by the Omaha Public Power
District (the licensee) dated November 3,1981, as
supplemented by letter dated April 29, 1982, complies with
the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act

| of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission s rules
!

and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;'

B. The facility will operate in confonnity with the appli-
cation, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and
regulations of the Commission;

,
- C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities

! authorized by this amendment can be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public, and

| ' (ii) that'such activities will be conducted in compliance'

with the Commission's regulations;

|
D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to

the common defense and security or to the health and
i

|_
safety of the public', and,

|

| E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with
|

10 CFR Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and
all applicable requirements have been satisfied.|

!

!
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2. Accordingly, Facility Operating License No. DPR-40 is amended '

by changes to the Technical Specifications as indicated in the
attachment to this license amendment, and paragraph 3.B. of
Facility Operating License No. DPR-40 is hereby amended to
read as follows:.

B. Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 68, are

,

hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee
shall operate the facility in accordance with the
Technical Specifications.

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

W,4
_

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing

Attachment:
Changes to the Technical

-

Specifications

Date of Issuance: February 24, 1983
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ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AfiENDMENT NO. 68
|

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-40

DOCKET NO. 50-285

Revise Appendix "A" Technical Specifications as indicated below. The revised
| pages are identified by amendment number and contain vertical lines indicating
' the area of change.

Remove Pages Insert Pages

i 2-30 2-30
2-31 2-31
3-16b 3-16b,

| .

| 3-42' 3-42

! 3-50 3-50
3-51 3-51
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2.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
'

2.6 Containment Svstem

Aeolicability

Applies to the teactor containment system.

Obiective

To assure the integrity of the reactor contain=ent system.

Soecifications

(1) Containment Integrity

Contain=ent integrity shall not be violated unless thea.

reactor is in the cold shutdown condition.

b. Containment integrity shall not be violated when the
reactor vessel head is removed if the boren concen-
tration is less chan refueling concentration.

c. Except for testing one CEDM at a time, positive re-
activity changes shall not be =ade by CEA motion or
boren dilution unless the containment integrity is

intact.

d. Prior to the reactor going critical after a refueling
outage, an administrative check will be =ade to confirm
that all " locked closed" =anual contain=ent isolation
valves are closed and locked.

e. The containment purge isolation valves will be locked
cle:ed unless the reactor is in e cold or rifueling

. she.cdown condition.

(2) Internal Pressure

The internal pressure shall not exceed 3 psig (except for
containment leak rate tests) . .

.

Basis
. .

.

The reactor coolant system conditions of cold shutdown assure that '
.

no steam will be formed and, hence, there would be no pressure
buildup in the containment if the reactor coolant system ruptures.
The shutdown =argins are selected based on the type of activities
that are being carried out. The refueling boron concentration
provides a shutdown margin which pretludes criticality under any
circumstances. Each CEDM must be tested and some have .ruo CEA's
attached.

Regarding internal pressure li=itations, the containment design
pressure of 60 psig would not be exceeded if the internal pressure

2-30
Amendnent No. 68
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2.0 LD!ITING CONDITIONS FOR OPIRATION
*

2.6 Contain=ent System (Continued)
>

before a major loss-of-coolant accident were as cuch as 3 psig.(
The containment integrity will be protected if the visual check of
all " locked closed" =anual isolation valves to verify them closed

is made prior to plant start-up after an extended outage where one
or more valves could inadvertently be lef t' open. Operation of the .

,

purge isolation valves is prevented during normal operations due i

to the size of the valves (42 inches) and a concern about their
ability to close against the differential pressure that could
result from a LOCA or MSLB.

References ;

(1) FSAR, Section 14.16; Figure 14.16-2
,
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N TABl.E 3-3 (Continued)
5
0*

HINIHt1_ FREQUENCIES FOR CllECKS, CAI.IBHATIONS AND TESTING
CP "ISCF1.1.ANEOUS INSTRUMENTATION AND CON,TROLS

U Surveillance
Channel 1)escription Fame t inn Frequency Surveillance Hethad*

w

[ 25. Containment Purge Isolation Check H Verify valve position
using control room

to Valves (PCV-742A,B,C,&D)
indication.

.

.

Q - Quarterly
'

S - Each Shift :

D - Daily .

H - Monthly
A - Annuallyu

1 R - 18 Honths
@ P - Prior to each startup if noti performed within trevious week. *

PH - Prior to scheduled cold leg cooldown below 30G F; monthly whenever temperature remains belowJ

3000F and reactor vessel head is installed.
,
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3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,

! 3.5 containment Test (continued)

conservative results.

Type B test methods may be substituted where appropriate.
Each valve to be tested shall be closed by normal opera-
tion and without any preliminary exercising or adjustments
(e.g., no tightening of valve after closure by valve

! motor).

Detailed supplementary criteria that establish specific
| test requirements to fulfill these Specifications are

| provided in reference 3 which is included as an en-
closure to this Specification.

| b. Acceptance Criteria

The combined leakage, rate for all components subject to
i Type B and C tests and subject to the 0.6 L leakage

limit shall not exceed 60 percent of L . F$r the purge.

isolation valve tests, the measured pufge valve leakage
| rate shall be substituted for the purge valve leakage

j rate from the last complete Type B and C test and the
| total leak rate recomputed.
! ,

Leakage of the containment air purge isolation valves
shall not exceed 18,000 standard cubic centimeters per

minute (SCCM). If the leakage rate is determined to be
greater than 18,000 SCCM, repairs shall be initiated
immediately in order .co meet this acceptance criterich.

c. Frecuency

.

*

Type C tests shall be performed during each reactor shut-
down for major refueling but in no case at intervals ' greater
than two years, except. that containment purge itolation
valves shall also be leakage tested' prior to bringing the
reactor out of each cold or refueling shutdown but in no

intervals g' eater than nine months. If the purgecase at r
~

valves are opened during cold or refueling shutdown, the
laak test shall be performed af ter the purge valves ares

closed for the last time.

(4) Specific Testing Recuirements

Any major modification or replacement of components of the primary
reactor containment performed af ter the initial preoperational

l leakage rate test shall be followed by either a Type A test, Type
B test, or a Type C test of the area affected by the modification
and shall meet the applicable acceptance criteria.

| (5) Inspection and Reporting of Tests
!

a. Containment Inspection

A detailed visual examination of critical areas and general

: inspection of the accessible interior and exterior surfaces
|

| Amendment No. 68 3-42
'
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3.0 SUR'!EILL.U:CE REOUIREMENTS
3.5 Containeent Tests (Centinued)

~

leakage race and duplicates the pre-operational leak rate test of
30 psig.. The specification provides relationships for relating in
a conservative manner the measured leakage of air at 30 psig to
the potential leakage of a stea=-air mixture = at 60 psig and
288 F. The specification also allows for possible deterioration0

of the leakage rate between. tests, by requiring that only 70% or
80% of the allowable leakage rates actually be measured. The
basis for the deterioration allowances is arbitrary judgments

which are believed to be conservative and which will be confirmed.'

or denied by periodic testing. If indicated to be necessary, the
deterioration allowances will be altered based on experience. The
durations for the integrated leakage rate tests are established to
provide a minimum level of ' accuracy and to allow for daily cyclic
variation in temperature and thermal radiation.

The frequency of the periodic integrated leakage rate test is
keyed to the refueling outage schedule for the reactor, because
these tests can best be performed during refueling shutdowns. The

I initial core loading is designed for approximately 12 months of
; power operation; thus, the first refueling outage will occur

approximately 18 months after initial criticality. Subsequent
refueling outages are scheduled at approximately 12-month inter-
vals, although larger periods may be utilized.

The specified frequency of periodic integrated lea'kage rate tests'

is based on three major considerations. First is the low proba-

bility of leaks in the liner because of the cast of the leak-
tightness of the welds during erection and conformance of the
complete containment to a low leak race at 60 psig during pre-

4

| operational testing, which is consistent with 0.1% leakage at
design basis accident conditions and absence of any significant

;
stresses in the liner during reactor operation. Second is the
more frequent testing, at the full accident pressure, of those

.
- portions of the containment envelope that are most likely to.

| develop leaks during reactor operation (penetrations and isolation
| valves) and the low value (0.60) of the total leakage that is

specified as acceptable from penetrations an'd isolation valves.
^

!

Third is the tendon stress surveillance program, which provides
i assurance that an important part of the structural integrity of,

the containment is maintained.

Integrity tests of the purge isolation valves are established to!
'identify excessive degradation of the resilient seats of these

,

valves. Simultaneous testing of redundant purge valves from a
leak test connection accessible from outside containment provides

,

! adequate testing. The' testing method is identical to the Type
C purge isolation valve test performed in accordance with 10
CFR Part 50, Appendix J. For leakages found to be greater than
18,000 SCCM, repairs shall be initiated to ensure these valves
meet the acceptance criteria.

4

Amendment No. 24, 68 3-50
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3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIRD!ENTS.

| ' 3.5 Contsinment Tests (Continued)
'

~

The limiting leakage rates from the shutdown cooling system are
~

! judgment values ba' sed primarily on assuring that the components1

*,[ could operate without mechanical failure for a period on the. order
,

p #' of 200 days after a design basis accident. The test pressure (250
i psig). achieved either by normal system operation or by hydrostatic

testing gives an adequate margin over the highest pressure within
|- the system after a design basis accident. Sinilarly, the hydro-

static test pressure for the return lines from the containment to

the shutdown cooling system (100 paig) gives an adequate margin
over the highest pressure within the lines after a design basis
accident.

A shutdown cooling ~ system leakage of one gym will limit off-site
exposures due to leakage to insignificant levels relative to those
calculated for direct leakage from the' containment in the design
basis accident. The safety injection system pump rooms are equipped
with individual charcoal filters which are placed into operation
by means of switches in the control room. The radiation detectors
in the auxiliary building exhaust duct are used to detect high
radiation level. The one gpm leak rate is sufficiently high to
permit prompt detection and to allow for reasonable leakage throuyt
the pump seals and valve packings, and yet small enough to be
readily handled by the pumps and radioactive wasta syste. Leak-
age to the safety injection system pump room sumps will be re-
turned to the spent regenerant tanks. Additional makeup water to
the contain=ent sump inventor can be readily accommodated via the
charging pumps from either the SIRW tank or the concentrated boric
acid storage tanks.

In case of failure to meet the acceptance criteria for leakage
from the shutdown cooling system or the penetrations, it may be,

| possible to effect repairs within a short ti=e. If so, it is
| considered unnecessary and unjustified to shutdown the reactor.*

| The times allowed for repairs are consistent with the enes
'

. developed for other enBineered safeguards components.

A reduction in prestressing force and changes in physical condi-
tions are expected for the prestressing syst'em. Allowances have I
been made in the reactor building design for the reduction and '

changes. The inspection results for each tandon shall be recorded',

on the forms provided for that purpose and comparison will be cada
with the previous test rssults and the initial qu~.lity control
records. Force-time trend lines will,also be established and-

| maintained for each of the surveillance tendons.

If the force-time trend line, as extrapolated, falls belou the |
predicted force-time curve for one or more surveillance tendons, |then before the next scheduled surveillance inspection, an in- '

vestigation shall be made to determine whether the rate of force
reduction is indeed-occurring for other tendons. If the rate of <

reduction is confirmed, the investigation shall be extended so as
! to identify the cause of the rate of force reduction. The ex-
; tension of the investigation shall determine the needed changes in
; the surveillance inspection schedule and the criteria and initial

planning for corrective action. If the force-time trend lines of
the surveillance tendons at any time exceed the upper bound curve
of the band on the force-time graph, an investigation shall be
made to der. ermine the cause.

Amendment No. 68
'
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